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Status
 Closed

Subject
recurrence rules in calendars are broken to me

Version
3.x

Category
Error
Usability
Regression

Feature
Calendar
WYSIWYCA (What You See is What You Can Access)

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Volunteered to solve
nyloth

Lastmod by
nyloth

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Three issues with recurrence rules in 3.0 (tested in 3.0beta1, at the http://tikiwiki.org/TikiLiveCD
0.5a)

When you hit preview event (before adding the new event to the calendar), the recurrence rule1.
data is lost.
— A recurrence rule conflicts with something else. I get "Events cannot end before they start",2.
but the settings are not to produce this warning/error message. The event canot be posted to
the calendar. See image attached to this bug report.--
If admin has not set the default calendar to be viewed by default (I didn't even know about that3.
new setting in 3.0), events are not shown in the calendar for each user until that single user
clicks on "Visible Calendars", and select the calendar (even if only one!), in order to view the
events he/she has just added. Another user has to do the same process.

updated May 4th 2009: the second bug report from the list of three can't be reproduced anymore, at
least with tiki3rc1.
The third, seems fixed in a quick trial I?ve just made (I read days ago that nyloth fixed that).

The first one about the preview is still applicable.

https://dev.tiki.org/item2348-recurrence-rules-in-calendars-are-broken-to-me
http://tikiwiki.org/TikiLiveCD
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Solution
Fixed in 3.0

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
2348

Created
Monday 09 March, 2009 08:14:07 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Monday 04 May, 2009 20:37:17 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

 tiki3_calendar_recurrence_rules_bug.png 09 Mar 09
08:15
GMT-0000

169 Bug in
recurrence
rules for
calendars in
Tiki 3.0beta1

0.1

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item2348-recurrence-rules-in-calendars-are-broken-to-me

https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-download_item_attachment.php?attId=139
https://dev.tiki.org/item2348-recurrence-rules-in-calendars-are-broken-to-me
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